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At the start of his Record of All Vassals (Xian bin lu), a text completed 
no later than 1591, Luo Yuejiong, a scholar from Jiangxi (in southern 
China) whom we otherwise know little about, seeks to explain to his read-
ers why his historical survey of “non- Chinese” peoples (si yi) deserves at-
tention. In Luo’s telling, in his time, “scholars who are fond of antiquity” 
(haogu zhi shi) have generally taken to focus on texts composed before 
the Han dynasty (206 BCE– 220 CE) and ignore those from later periods. 
But while scholars who have developed a degree of familiarity with pre- 
Han sources might like to think of themselves as “broadly learned” (bo-
xue), Luo observes, their intellectual horizon is, in fact, not unlike “the 
outlook of a frog at the bottom of a well.” By contrast, in composing his 
general study of those “non- Chinese” peoples who have, over time, inter-
acted with China (Zhongguo; literally, “central dominion”), Luo Yuejiong 
points out, he has consciously consulted a wide range of sources, includ-
ing in particular materials that are outside the scope of classical texts and 
standard histories.1

Luo’s Record was of course only one of many texts composed in the 
Ming dynasty (1368– 1644) that were concerned with the si yi, a label 
that was used regularly in Chinese sources to refer to a wide range of 
“non- Chinese,” from people who lived in faraway countries to those who 
populated the border regions of the “central dominion.” As I have dis-
cussed elsewhere, for a variety of reasons— among them the persistent 
military threats (especially from across the northern border) faced by 
the Ming state, the increased opportunities for travel in Ming times, and 
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the expansion of commercial publishing in China since the sixteenth 
century— a growing number of Ming- dynasty scholars were becoming in-
creasingly sensitive to human diversity as well as interested in identifying 
and demarcating the “non- Chinese” populations.2 And though there ap-
peared in the Ming period a great number of texts that were focused on 
the si yi, Luo’s Record does stand out for its apparent breadth of research: 
included in its bibliography (yin yong zhu shu mulu)— a referential device 
not commonly found in similar works— are a total of 345 items; while 
some of the texts cited, such as The Zuo Tradition (Zuozhuan) and Record 
of the Historian (Shiji), both dated to the second half of the first millen-
nium before the common era, might be considered canonical, the rest 
are distinctly an eclectic collection of post- Han compositions.3

What is noteworthy as well about the Record of All Vassals are some of 
its claims. According to Luo Yuejiong, though there were clear distinc-
tions between the “Chinese” and “non- Chinese,” many of the si yi dis-
cussed in his text were in fact “descendants of the kings and nobles of the 
central dominion.” For example, the so- called Tatars (Dada)— among 
whom Luo included the Xiongnu of the Han period, the Turks (Tujue) 
of the Tang dynasty (618– 907), and the Mongols who had been active 
in the northern region since the Song period (960– 1276)— were, in his 
view, descendants of the last ruler of the Xia dynasty, who, upon the fall 
of his regime (in the early part of the second millennium before the 
common era), were said to have retreated with his followers to the steppe 
region. Likewise, according to Luo, many of the “non- Chinese” peoples 
who populated the southern border region were actually descendants of 
Emperor Ku (more popularly known as Gaoxin), one of the Five Emper-
ors who had been identified in ancient sources as among the first sover-
eigns of the people of the “central dominion.” Luo Yuejiong was clearly 
sensitive to human diversity, but he was just as interested in making the 
case that, given their common origins, some of the “non- Chinese” could 
in time be transformed into “Chinese.”4

Luo’s Record is interesting to us not only because of its scope (in all 
more than a hundred foreign and borderland groups are discussed) or 
its claims (some of which are, admittedly, far from original) but also be-
cause it offers the historian an opportunity to reflect on how the increased 
awareness of human diversity on the part of some Ming- dynasty scholars 
had informed their understanding of— and approaches to— China’s an-
tiquity. During the Ming, it should be noted, thinking or writing about 
“non- Chinese,” especially outside the context of policy debates, was by 
and large a marginal intellectual endeavor, and scholars who engaged in 
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it generally did not do so to challenge their own perceptions of antiquity. 
Nevertheless, by examining some of the more representative writings on 
“non- Chinese” during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries— such as 
those by Qiu Jun (1421– 95), Yang Shen (1488– 1559), and Wang Shixing 
(1547– 98)— one could better understand not only how Ming scholars 
differed in their perceptions of China’s antiquity but also, perhaps more 
importantly, how they differed in their approaches to ancient sources. 
My goal here is not to be explicitly comparative; what I seek to show 
is that, in making sense of the diversity of “non- Chinese” peoples both 
within and beyond the “central dominion,” scholars in Ming- dynasty 
China did find it necessary to reexamine and, in some cases, revaluate 
the textual remains of times past.

Classical texts as Sources of authority

To place Luo Yuejiong’s general survey of the “non- Chinese” in the 
broader context of Ming intellectual and cultural history, the writings of 
the prominent fifteenth- century scholar- official Qiu Jun would be as use-
ful a starting point as others. It is unclear whether Luo would count Qiu 
as among those “scholars who are fond of antiquity” he spoke disapprov-
ingly of; what is evident is that, even though they were both interested 
in tracing the history of “non- Chinese” groups, their approaches, as well 
as their conclusions, were markedly different. Whereas Luo Yuejiong 
would emphasize the importance of taking into account information be-
yond those found in classical texts and standard histories, Qiu Jun would 
argue that the basic— unruly— nature of “non- Chinese” peoples had 
been amply documented in ancient sources. And whereas Luo would 
draw attention to what he perceived to be the common origins between 
the “Chinese” and “non- Chinese,” Qiu would insist on the basis of his 
own reading of early sources (many of which could be dated to the first 
millennium before the common era) that the two peoples were funda-
mentally distinct.

Qiu Jun’s interests in— and concerns about— the “non- Chinese” were 
no doubt shaped by his own background. A native son of Qiongshan 
(present- day Hainan Island) in China’s far south, Qiu was one of very 
few highly influential government officials of his time who had come 
from a region with a significant “non- Chinese” (in this case, the “Li”) 
population. A student in the imperial capital at the time of the Tumu 
debacle— in which the Ming emperor, during a misguided military expe-
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dition, was taken hostage by the Mongols— Qiu Jun was evidently deeply 
influenced by his experience during the upheaval. But despite the ensu-
ing political chaos (for some time, there was much concern about the 
immediate threats posed by the newly emboldened Mongols), Qiu’s offi-
cial career was by all accounts a successful one. Awarded the highest civil 
service examination degree in 1454, Qiu Jun was immediately assigned 
to the prestigious Hanlin Academy, where he served continuously for 
almost a quarter of a century. He took part in many editorial projects, 
including the compilation of the official records of two of the Ming em-
perors. Through these assignments, Qiu was able to not only access a vast 
quantity of government documents but also shape the official accounts 
according to his view of history. In addition to his memorials and official 
compilations, Qiu was the author or editor of a wide range of works, 
among which the most interesting to us are his Correct Bonds in History 
(Shishi zhenggang), a study he completed in 1481, and his Supplement to the 
“Extended Meaning of the Great Learning” (Da xue yan yi bu), a monumental 
encyclopedia of statecraft he finished in 1487.5

Not surprising, Qiu Jun’s concerns about the Mongols in particular 
and other borderland “non- Chinese” groups in general are reflected in 
his conception of China’s past. In his Correct Bonds in History, a survey of 
major developments in the “central dominion” from the Qin dynasty 
(221– 206 BCE) to the beginning of the Ming period, Qiu clearly states 
that one of the main objectives of his study is to draw attention to the 
importance of “observing strict distinctions between Chinese and non- 
Chinese” (yan hua yi zhi fen). According to Qiu Jun, the need to defend 
the boundary between “Chinese” (hua) and “non- Chinese” (yi) is not 
unlike the imperative to maintain proper relationships between a ruler 
and his ministers (in the context of a country) or to uphold the bonds 
between a father and his sons (in the context of a family). In all three 
cases, Qiu argues, the “correct” (zheng) models of relations (or bonds) 
have been demonstrated time and again in the historical records. To 
Qiu Jun, then, a study of the past is, at its core, an examination of how 
earlier dynasties were or were not able to uphold such correct models 
of relations. Seen from this perspective, according to Qiu, whereas the 
dynasties of Han, Tang, and Song— under which China was ruled by the 
Chinese— were clearly part of what he would call the “orthodox tradi-
tion” (zhengtong), the Yuan dynasty (1271– 1368)— under which the cen-
tral dominion was ruled by the Mongols— was an example of historical 
aberration.6

Qiu Jun’s desire to make use of the past to make sense of the present 
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is even more evident in his magnum opus, Supplement to the “Extended 
Meaning of the Great Learning.” Though it is billed as a “supplement” to 
a Song- dynasty work, Qiu’s compendium is in fact a study with a much 
different aim, focusing not on individual ethics but on government ad-
ministration. Presented to the newly enthroned emperor in 1487, the 
Supplement, which runs to more than fifteen hundred pages in modern 
reduced- size reprints, is at once a masterly display of scholarship and a 
comprehensive blueprint for actions. Divided into 12 sections and 119 
subsections, Qiu’s study is apparently intended to cover all important 
aspects of government, from the workings of the imperial court to poli-
cies concerning borderland “non- Chinese.” As part of the format of the 
work, each subsection would include a selection of quotations from both 
classical texts and standard histories, and each would feature Qiu Jun’s 
own commentaries as well as policy recommendations for the Ming ruler. 
Although Qiu’s ideas would at times prove controversial, that his study 
would be ordered to be reissued in the late Ming was a clear testimony to 
its continual political relevance and influence.7

To Qiu Jun, what is apparent from a systematic examination of the 
historical records is that it is natural (or, in his words, in accordance 
with “the pattern of all- under- heaven” [tianxian zhi li]) that there exists 
a boundary between “Chinese” and “non- Chinese.” In the section of the 
Supplement devoted to “Subordinating non- Chinese” (yu yi di), Qiu can 
be found frequently quoting from both classical texts— the Book of Songs 
(Shijing), the Book of Documents (Shangshu), the Rites of Zhou (Zhouli), the 
Spring and Autumn Annals (Chunqiu), among others— and standard histo-
ries (such as the Record of the Historian and History of the Han [Hanshu]) to 
make the case that, in order for the “central dominion” to enjoy peace, 
the boundary between hua and yi must be defended. The age of the sage- 
kings (that is, antiquity) was a time of tranquility, Qiu argues, because a 
clear distinction was made between the inner zones, on the one hand, 
and the outer zones, on the other. By contrast, the border troubles of 
later dynasties (such as the Han and the Tang) were results of the rulers’ 
“failure to defend attentively the boundary between inside and outside” 
and to prevent “the amalgamation of the customs of the hua and yi.” To 
strengthen border defense, in Qiu’s view, the Ming court should emulate 
the model of antiquity and limit interactions between the “Chinese” and 
“non- Chinese.” In the case of the northern border, where military threats 
are more imminent, this would mean that the Mongols should be kept 
strictly away from the “central dominion”; in the case of the southern 
border, where various “non- Chinese” peoples (among them the Ge, the 
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Ling, the Lao, the Yao, and the Zhuang— all descendants of the so- called 
Nanyue of ancient times, according to Qiu) have long intermingled with 
the “Chinese,” a key to success would be to restrict contacts between the 
local populations.8

To Qiu Jun, what seems obvious as well from his close reading of 
both classical texts and standard histories are the inherent differences 
between hua and yi. To him, that “Chinese” and “non- Chinese” are fun-
damentally distinct is evidenced by the presence of geographic bound-
aries (especially mountains and rivers) that have separated the two. It 
would be a mistake, according to Qiu, if the rulers of China were to try— 
whether through alliances or through force— to breach such natural bar-
riers. In particular, in his comment on a passage from the Rites of Zhou (in 
which references are made to the presence in China’s peripheries of the 
peoples of Yi, Man, Min, Mo, Rong, and Di), Qiu Jun argues that whereas 
the Chinese have long dominated the center, the non- Chinese have oc-
cupied the margins; the hua have mixed with and assimilated to one an-
other (hun er tong), while the yi have developed a wide range of tempera-
ments and customs. And whereas the non- Chinese who settle near the 
Chinese have come to share some of the practices of the latter, those who 
live far away have remained unruly and rebellious. To maintain peace, 
Qiu observes, the earliest rulers of the central dominion were concerned 
less with transforming the customs of the non- Chinese than with confin-
ing them to their own space. This, to Qiu Jun, remains a sound policy.9

The claim that history offers important political and moral lessons 
was of course, by Ming times, hardly earth- shattering. Nevertheless, the 
writings by Qiu Jun are significant for at least two reasons. The first one 
has to do with the thoroughness with which Qiu employed both classi-
cal texts and standard histories to make sense of what he perceived as 
the essential tensions between the “Chinese” and “non- Chinese.” Qiu 
Jun certainly understood that the past was different from the present, 
but as a leading scholar- official of his time he was evidently much more 
impressed by historical analogies and the idea that the institutions and 
practices of ancient times should (and could) help guide contemporary 
policies. But the relationship between Qiu’s approach to the historical 
records and his sensitivity to human diversity was necessarily dialectical. 
Just as Qiu’s particular reading and understanding of ancient sources 
had informed how he made sense of the persistent threats posed by the 
Mongols and other borderland “non- Chinese,” his increased awareness 
of human diversity (and this is the second reason his writings deserve our 
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attention) had in turn reaffirmed his commitment to the classical texts 
as sources of authority.10

the Importance of Being “Broadly Learned”

The writings by Qiu Jun might continue to be influential, but as we could 
see from the case of Luo Yuejiong, Ming- dynasty scholars who were sensi-
tive to the diversity of “non- Chinese” peoples were not uncritical of how 
China’s antiquity should be understood or how ancient sources should 
be approached. To be sure, the classical texts and standard histories Qiu 
often cited as sources of authority would continue to shape the collective 
imagination of the educated elite. Yet, by the sixteenth century, more 
and more scholars would argue that the hallmark of a true gentleman 
was not the individual’s mastery of the Confucian canon or his success 
in the civil service examinations; rather, according to this understand-
ing, the defining characteristics of a “man of culture” (wenren) were his 
broad range of learning as well as his ability to adopt a critical approach 
toward scholarship. For individual scholars in Ming China, then, their 
growing awareness of human diversity not only offered them a chance 
to expand their scope of learning but also— more relevant to our discus-
sion perhaps— provided them an opportunity to revaluate a wide range 
of ancient sources.

Of those scholars whose interests in the “non- Chinese” populations 
appear to have intersected with their commitment to “broad learning,” 
the most well- known— and certainly the most prolific— was Yang Shen. 
Son of Yang Tinghe (1459– 1529), a prominent minister at the Ming 
court, Yang Shen was by most accounts a brilliant student who, at the 
young age of twenty- three, was awarded first place in the civil service 
examinations. Appointed to the Hanlin Academy soon after his exami-
nation success, Yang would turn out to be just as outspoken as his father. 
In 1524, Yang Shen was one of 134 officials who were imprisoned by the 
emperor for their involvement in the so- called Great Ritual Controversy. 
As part of his punishment, Yang was sentenced to exile to the southwest-
ern border province of Yunnan where he would, in effect, spend the rest 
of his life. Already famous for his literary talent and scholarship, Yang 
Shen, now free from political entanglements, was apparently able to de-
vote even more time to reading and writing. In part because of Yang’s 
broad interests and in part because of his fame, by the turn of the seven-
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teenth century, more than one hundred titles would be credited to him. 
Even if one disregards those items that were obviously falsely attributed, 
Yang’s oeuvre would include, in addition to his poems and other literary 
outputs, studies on poetry, epigraphy, phonology, philology, and history, 
as well as a significant body of writings on geography and borderland 
peoples.11

Yang Shen’s interests in China’s border regions are clearly reflected 
in his writings on Yunnan. As Yang’s adopted home for almost thirty- 
five years, Yunnan was, in Ming times, still widely perceived as a hostile 
region populated by a variety of “non- Chinese” (yi) peoples. Although it 
had long been in contact with the “central dominion,” it was not until 
the Mongol Yuan dynasty that the region of Yunnan (approximately the 
size of present- day Germany) was officially incorporated into China. Dur-
ing his long years in exile, Yang Shen managed to travel widely within 
the province. Of the works on Yunnan Yang has left behind, at least 
three— Journey to Yunnan (Dian cheng ji), Descriptions of the Mountains and 
Streams of Yunnan (Yunnan shanchuan zhi), and Climate of Yunnan (Dian 
hou ji)— are specifically concerned with the geography of the southwest-
ern borderland. Though Yang Shen was no doubt keen on contrasting 
what he believed to be the norms of the “central dominion” with what 
he observed in Yunnan, what is noteworthy about these studies is that, 
in general, Yang seems to be more interested in presenting firsthand 
knowledge than in imposing judgments. In this regard, as we will see, 
Yang Shen appears to have anticipated some of the scholar- travelers of 
late Ming China.12

Yang Shen’s curiosity about Yunnan was not confined to geography. 
Since the border region had long lain outside the rule of the centralizing 
state, Yang was interested also in tracing the history of the native ruling 
clans. Regional Rule in Yunnan (Dian zai ji; completed in 1543) is not, as 
far as one can tell, an original work by Yang Shen. In a postscript to the 
text, Yang explains that while he has long searched for historical records 
for the kingdoms of Nanzhao and Dali (which, in succession, had ruled 
the region of Yunnan from the seventh to the thirteenth centuries), he 
had not had much success— that is, until he came upon two unusual texts 
written in the local Bo language. Regional Rule in Yunnan, thus edited and 
transcribed into Chinese by Yang Shen and his helpers, is essentially a 
record of legends and selected facts concerning the early rulers in Yun-
nan. For Yang, being able to trace the history of the rulers of Nanzhao 
and Dali was no doubt itself significant, but what seems to have given him 
even more pleasure was the broader context of his study. In making use 
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of as wide a range of sources as possible in reconstructing the past, Yang 
Shen saw himself as emulating not only Sima Qian (c. 145– c. 86 BCE) 
and Sima Guang (1019– 86)— the two great historians from the Han and 
the Song, respectively— but also the very master, Confucius himself.13

Although much of Yang’s writings on the subjects did concern Yun-
nan, his interests in China’s border regions (and its borderland peoples) 
are reflected also in his “supplementary comments” to the Guideways 
through Mountains and Seas (Shanhai jing). Compiled over centuries be-
ginning before the founding of the first empire in 221 BCE, the Guide-
ways is now generally understood as a work of imaginary geography. Of 
particular note about the fantastic landscape found in the text is the 
presence, both within and beyond the so- called central lands, of a vast 
array of hybrid creatures. Although the Guideways had had a long history 
of transmission since the scholar Guo Pu (276– 324) left behind his com-
mentaries, it was not until the second half of the Ming dynasty that the 
text seems to have generated new interests. In addition to Yang Shen’s 
“supplementary comments” (buzhu) a collection of 107 short glosses 
of terms and names— at least one new set of commentaries, by Wang 
Chongqing (1484– 1565), was also made widely available in the sixteenth 
century. In one such late Ming edition of the work, the Guideways, which 
had for centuries been transmitted without illustrations, is even accom-
panied by a set of images.14

For Yang Shen, what was noteworthy about the Guideways of Moun-
tains and Seas was not whether hybrid creatures such as the Di (who pos-
sessed “the face of a human but the body of a fish”) or the Rong (who 
had “the head of a human with three horns attached”)— to name just 
two of the myriad beings mentioned in the text— actually lived. To him, 
what was important was to uphold the principle that true scholars must 
not limit their reading to the Classics alone. In a note that accompanies 
his Supplementary Comments (Shanhai jing buzhu), Yang in fact compares 
the Classics with the five grains one is expected to consume every day 
and texts such as the Guideways with special dishes that possess extraor-
dinary flavors. The assumption is that the textual— and, by extension, 
cultural— tradition that is China is far richer than what has been defined 
by the civil service examination curriculum. To Yang Shen, what was im-
portant as well was to uphold the belief that, in order to make full sense 
of the cultural tradition, scholars must attend to rigorous textual studies. 
In part echoing the sentiment of Guo Pu, Yang argues in another note 
that accompanies the Supplementary Comments that even though scholars 
have long expressed doubts about the origins and contents of the Guide-
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ways, many of the claims that have been made about the work can in 
fact be corroborated by other sources from antiquity. Rather than simply 
dismiss the text as “strange,” Yang Shen implies, it would be worthwhile 
for scholars to devote energy to reading the work more closely and criti-
cally.15

In part because of the range and quantity of his writings, Yang Shen, 
even to his contemporaries, has proved to be somewhat of an enigma. 
To his admirers, Yang’s literary and intellectual outputs were simply ex-
traordinary. There might be occasional mistakes in his works, but such 
minor shortcomings should in no way diminish the accomplishments 
of one of history’s greatest minds. To his critics, however, the reputa-
tion of Yang Shen was ill- deserved. The size of Yang’s intellectual output 
might be vast, but the quality was at best uneven. To move beyond this 
narrow range of criticisms, recent scholars have drawn attention to Yang 
Shen’s contributions to the development of textual— and, more gener-
ally, “evidential”— learning in late imperial China. Although modern- day 
scholars might disagree on what Yang’s most important literary and in-
tellectual legacies are, most would agree that his significance has at least 
in part to do with his iconoclasm: in his scholarship, not only is Yang 
Shen responding to the then- dominant, examination- centered school of 
learning, he is also reacting to the powerful (but, in his view, misguided) 
intellectual challenges posed by the teachings of Wang Yangming (1472– 
1529).16

The “broad learning” of Yang Shen, in the final analysis, does com-
plicate efforts to put him in any intellectual straitjacket. But, as Adam 
Schorr has shown, it is perhaps more helpful to think of Yang not as a 
proponent of any one school of scholarship but as someone who was 
most concerned with upholding what he considered “refined” or “cul-
tured” (ya) and exposing what he deemed “vulgar” (su). Cast in this 
light, Yang Shen’s efforts to trace the history of the native ruling clans 
in Yunnan as well as his readiness to draw attention to a work of imagi-
nary geography do exhibit a degree of intellectual coherence: in both 
cases, Yang was demonstrating how scholars could extend their knowl-
edge (and, by implication, the Way or dao) by reading closely and criti-
cally both ancient and not- so- ancient texts. To claim, as Schorr does, that 
Yang Shen placed aesthetics above truth is perhaps overstating the case. 
But in contrast to Qiu Jun, Yang was clearly less interested in developing 
overarching interpretations of— and drawing timeless historical lessons 
from— the Classics than in upholding the importance of textual (and 
evidential) learning. Yang Shen might or might not believe in the need 
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to defend the boundary between “Chinese” and “non- Chinese.” What he 
seemed most convinced of was the need for scholars to treat the received 
texts from ancient times not automatically as sources of authority but as 
sources that required attentive studies.17

From textual to Empirical Knowledge

While Ming- dynasty scholars who were sensitive to the presence and di-
versity of “non- Chinese” peoples would continue to emphasize the im-
portance of classical (textual) learning, by the second half of the six-
teenth century, many would also increasingly draw attention to the need 
for firsthand or empirical knowledge. Even though the precise origin 
of this development is difficult to pinpoint, it is possible to identify two 
contributing factors. The first one, not surprisingly, had to do with the 
increased popularity and ease of travel. By the sixteenth century, as more 
and more scholars took to the roads and roamed the breadth and depth 
of the country, many would decide that it would be useful to supplement 
what they had learned in local gazetteers and geographical guides with 
information gained from firsthand observations. The second contribut-
ing factor, by contrast, had to do with the growing exasperation felt by 
many a scholar in the late Ming. As a result of the absence of imperial 
leadership as well as a heightened level of bickering among the political 
elite, many frustrated scholars would choose to seek alternative forms 
of fulfillment. While some would opt for traveling and writing, others 
would engage in what historians would loosely refer to as “substantial 
learning.”18

One Ming- dynasty scholar whose interests in the “non- Chinese” 
clearly intersected with this growing emphasis on empirical learning 
was Wang Shixing. A native of Zhejiang province on China’s east coast, 
Wang might not be the most well- known scholar- traveler of the Ming 
period, but he was certainly one of the most enthusiastic and observant. 
Throughout his successful if uneventful official career, Wang Shixing 
would take advantage of almost every opportunity to see the country. His 
first assignment to southern Henan, a region well known for its place in 
China’s cultural history, was in many ways typical of his journeys. While 
there, not only did Wang manage to visit many of its historical sites, he 
also climbed Mount Song, one of China’s five major sacred mountains 
(wu yue). Wang Shixing’s subsequent official assignments would bring 
him to other parts of the country, allowing him eventually to accomplish 
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the rare feat of visiting all five of the sacred mountains. His travels, it 
should be noted, were not limited to areas with apparent historical or 
cultural significance; in time, he was also given opportunities to journey 
to the border provinces in the southwest. As it has been pointed out by 
one of his biographers, with the exception of the coastal province of 
Fujian, Wang Shixing seems to have managed to visit, at one point or an-
other, every major region in the Ming territory. But Wang is not known 
to us simply as an avid traveler; his travel writings— Notes on Travels to the 
Five Sacred Mountains (Wu yue you cao; prefaced 1591), Record of Extensive 
Travels (Guang you zhi; prefaced 1593), and Further Elucidations on My Ex-
tensive Record of Travels (Guang zhi yi; prefaced 1597)— are impressive not 
only for their geographic coverage but also for their observations and 
periodic insights.19

For Wang Shixing, while travel was certainly a form of self- fulfillment, 
it was also an important means for scholars to supplement their textual 
knowledge with firsthand observations. This emphasis on empirical 
learning, while evident throughout his travel writings, is most explicitly 
set forth in Wang’s preface to his Further Elucidations on My Extensive Re-
cord of Travels. There, he laments the practice by some fellow travelers to 
“substitute their ears for their mouths” (ji er wei kou) and to report what 
they did not personally experience. Unlike such travel writings, Wang 
assures his reader, his notes are “all based on what I have personally seen 
and heard; where this is not possible, I would rather leave out [the in-
formation].”20

From the point of view of Wang Shixing, empirical learning was 
useful for understanding regional differences. In his Record of Extensive 
Travels as well as in his Further Elucidations, Wang appears particularly 
interested in explaining why certain provinces in the south (such as 
Guizhou and Guangxi) have lagged behind other regions in their de-
velopments. Wang’s answers to his own question are still very much in-
formed by a philosophy of geography that is based on his interpretation 
of certain classical concepts. In particular, as far as he is concerned, the 
three long (“dragons”) of China— best understood in this context as sys-
tems of mountains and ridges that provide visual clues to the flow of 
qi (pneuma)— all have their own timing of manifestation. Whereas the 
long of central China and the long of the North were the first to manifest 
themselves, according to Wang, time has come for the long of the South 
(which runs from China’s Southeast to the Southwest) to take its turn. 
But Wang’s answers to his question are not based solely on the classi-
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cal concepts of long and qi. For him, what distinguishes Guizhou and 
Guangxi from other regions is not their mountainous terrain but their 
river systems. Since the rivers in the two provinces neither lead directly to 
the ocean (as in the case of those in the lower Yangzi region) nor come 
together to form a basin (as in the case of the rivers in Sichuan), Wang 
argues, it has been much more difficult for the two southern provinces 
to develop major settlements and to become prosperous.21

For Wang Shixing, firsthand knowledge was important as well for 
making sense of the diversity of the borderland “non- Chinese.” In 
Guangxi, where he once served as an administrator, for example, Wang 
would identify at least seven categories of “non- Chinese,” including the 
Yao, the Zhuang, the Ling, the Dong, the Shui, the Yang, and the Lang. 
“Whereas the Ling and the Dong are similar,” Wang observes in his Re-
cord of Extensive Travels, “the Shui and the Yang are few in number.” And 
whereas the Zhuang are by nature “relatively submissive,” the customs 
of the Yao are “most repulsive.” Although in his depiction of the “non- 
Chinese” Wang still draws from a long- standing textual tradition that 
emphasizes the “impropriety” of the man and yi, he also offers firsthand 
observations. In his discussion of the so- called Yao people, for example, 
Wang does draw attention to their “repulsive” marriage practice (it was 
apparently customary for men to marry the daughters of their own sis-
ters or the widows of their own brothers), but he also describes, in rela-
tively neutral terms, the local customs for courtship (after their daily 
field work, single men would travel in groups to neighboring villages 
to sing to the young women there). Wang is interested in not only how 
Yao people dress— while women wear the so- called dog’s tail blouse, “as 
a gesture of not having forgotten their ancestry,” men wear short shirts 
and earrings— but also how they live, what they eat, how they entertain 
guests, and what they do when they are sick.22

Wang Shixing was of course not alone in drawing attention to the 
importance of empirical learning. Xu Hongzu (Xu Xiake; 1587– 1641), 
the most well- known scholar- traveler of the late Ming period, would 
spend most of his adult life traveling the far and wide of the country 
and almost made it his calling to correct the errors found in the Union 
Gazetteer of the Great Ming (Da Ming yitong zhi; 1461), the imperially spon-
sored geographical guide. In the world of arts, as historians have shown, 
a small but important group of sixteenth-  and seventeenth- century paint-
ers (among them Zhang Hong [1577– after 1652]) would come to favor 
relatively realistic representations over idealized imageries. Even Yang 
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Shen, the textual scholar we encountered earlier, would in an essay on 
geography caution his reader not to depend solely on the descriptions 
found in textual records but to try to visit notable sites in person.23

Nor was the “discovery” of the importance of empirical learning the 
prerogative of travelers. For example, in a preface to his monumental 
Material Medica: A General Outline (Bencao gangmu; 1593), Li Shizhen 
(1518– 93) is noted to have said that he had spent thirty years compiling 
the text, that while doing so he had consulted more than eight hundred 
references, and that, in all, he had included in the work discussions of 
a total of 1,892 substances. What Li could have added too is that he had 
traveled widely to collect and examine specimens and that his compila-
tion was by far the most comprehensive of all pharmacopoeias that had 
appeared. Likewise, in the preface to his Exploitation of the Works of Na-
ture (Tian gong kai wu; 1637), a study of technology, Song Yingxing (b. 
1587) would make the case that, given the benefits of the myriad things 
and phenomena in the realm of heaven- and- earth, a scholar who prefers 
to “discourse emptily on the ancient sacrificial vessels of Ju” but who 
does not even know “the measurements and care of cooking pots” is ulti-
mately still “unworthy of emulation.” Although the advent of “evidential 
learning” has often been regarded as an eighteenth- century phenom-
enon, as Willard Peterson explains, “pursuing evidence as an endeavor 
in learning” was very much a part of the Ming intellectual landscape. To 
late Ming scholars, what constituted “evidence” was not limited to the 
contents of the Four Books and Five Classics; in their view, according to 
Peterson, “data drawn from one’s own perceptions of the myriad things 
in the realm of heaven- and- earth” as well as “from earlier, not necessarily 
ancient, texts” could both serve as the foundation of learning.24

antiquarian Learning in Context

Just as other contributors to this volume have placed the manifold mani-
festations of “antiquarian learning” in their particular contexts, I have 
laid out in this essay some of the ways Ming- dynasty scholars’ interpre-
tation of— and approaches to— the ancient past intersected with their 
increased awareness of human diversity. By way of conclusion, let me 
again draw attention to two observations. First, as it should be evident, 
the particular relationship I have focused on in this essay was necessar-
ily dialectical: just as their conceptions of antiquity and classical sources 
would shape how Ming scholars would perceive the “non- Chinese,” their 
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increased awareness of human diversity would also inform how the cul-
tural elite of Ming times would interpret the ancient past and its textual 
remains. Second, among those Ming- dynasty scholars who made efforts 
to reexamine antiquity based in part on their perceptions of human di-
versity, there were clear differences: while some, such as Qiu Jun, would 
emphasize the “lesson” revealed time and again in ancient sources that 
the boundary between “Chinese” and “non- Chinese” must be vigilantly 
observed, others, such as Luo Yuejiong, would point to examples from 
the ancient past to show that there was in fact much in common between 
the people of the “central dominion” and those who surrounded them.

As illuminating as the debates concerning the relationships between 
“Chinese” and “non- Chinese” might be, what is equally significant about 
the writings we have discussed are the different approaches Ming- dynasty 
scholars brought to their reading and uses of ancient sources. In the case 
of Qiu Jun, even though the Hainan native was no doubt sensitive to the 
diversity of borderland peoples, his political concerns, especially about 
the threats posed by the Mongols, had clearly informed not only how 
he would view the “non- Chinese” (as people who were “uncivilized” and 
who should not be allowed to mingle with the “Chinese”) but also how 
he would approach the Classics (as sources of political and moral author-
ity). By contrast, in the case of Yang Shen, though he did spend half of 
his life in a southwestern border province, his interest in “non- Chinese” 
peoples was evidently inspired less by a desire to understand human di-
versity than by his commitment to critical textual studies. Finally, in the 
case of Wang Shixing, although he was by virtue of his success in the 
civil service examinations a man of (classical) learning, his interests in 
geography (“patterns of the earth”) would lead him to emphasize, in 
his travel writings as well as in his descriptions of borderland peoples, 
the importance of supplementing textual studies with firsthand observa-
tions.

For all their intellectual differences, it is worth noting that, despite 
(or because of) their increased awareness of human diversity, Ming- 
dynasty scholars remained, by and large, firmly committed to the idea of 
the superiority of their own culture (si wen). This self- assurance is obvi-
ously in display in Qiu Jun’s Supplement and Luo Yuejiong’s Record of All 
Vassals, but it could be readily detected also in the writings of Yang Shen 
and Wang Shixing (among others). This is not to say that Ming schol-
ars were ignorant of the outside world. Even if one discounts the long- 
term impact of the far- reaching voyages of Zheng He (1371– 1433) of the 
early fifteenth century, it is evident that, over the course of the Ming, the 
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steady stream of travelers to and from China had considerably enriched 
Chinese knowledge of polities and societies both near and far. Nor do I 
mean to claim that scholar- officials during the Ming lacked the ability to 
reflect critically on China’s intellectual- cum- political order. One needs 
only to recall the intellectual upheavals associated with Wang Yangming 
as well as the political storms set off by members of the so- called Dong-
lin faction, to mention just two well- known examples from the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, to appreciate the intellectual dynamism of 
Ming China. What I am suggesting, however, is that even those Ming 
scholars who had become more sensitive to human diversity did not, as 
a general rule, find it necessary to question the assumption of the su-
periority of the moral- political order as embodied in the institutions of 
China. To be sure, the arrival of the Jesuits in China in the second half 
of the sixteenth century did, in time, lead some of their more prominent 
followers— Xu Guangqi (1562– 1633), Li Zhizao (1565– 1630), and Yang 
Tingyun (1557– 1627), among others— to openly reflect on the relation-
ships between the teachings from the West and those found in China’s 
classical tradition, but even then it is evident that such followers were 
more interested in establishing a common ground than in challenging 
China’s cultural preeminence.25

In calling attention to this Chinese sense of superiority, I am not sug-
gesting that Renaissance humanists did not also hold the view that the 
civilization that was Christendom (or Europe, more specifically) was it-
self exceptional. As Anthony Pagden puts it, by the early modern pe-
riod, there was a growing sense among the elites that whereas “Europe 
was the place of civility, of free men living in secure urban communities 
under the rule of law,” the rest of the world “served out their day under 
tyrannies governed according to the caprice of individual rulers, or in 
nomadic or semi- nomadic groups never far from the primordial ‘state of 
nature.’” But even though the assumption of European exceptionalism, 
according to Pagden, has persisted since at least the first century of the 
common era, both the revaluation of the classical tradition by Renais-
sance humanists and the increased recognition of human diversity by 
colonial agents, merchants, missionaries, and other travelers did appear 
to have brought upon Europeans what Eugene Rice has referred to as “a 
new freedom from temporal provincialism . . . and a more self- conscious 
understanding of their own society.” Renaissance humanists and travel-
ers might not have given up their assumption of exceptionalism, but in 
their willingness to take seriously cultures across time and space, they did 
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contribute to the transformation of the political and intellectual life in 
western Eurasia.26

As other essays in this volume have made clear, the cultural elite of 
Ming China did engage in the revaluation of past scholarship, develop 
special interests in collecting and studying ancient artifacts, and, on the 
whole, broaden the range of approaches to the understanding of antiq-
uity. While such activities are best made sense of in the specific contexts 
of political, intellectual, and socioeconomic changes in late imperial 
times, it would be useful, as Peter Miller and François Louis remind us in 
their introduction, to take this opportunity to reflect on the particulari-
ties of the Chinese (and, by extension, European) experience. In this 
spirit, let me offer two final observations. First, if “who the antiquaries 
were” is an integral part of our inquiry, it is worth noting that the Chi-
nese scholars we have encountered in this volume were almost always of-
ficials of the imperial state. While I have shown that such scholar- officials 
were far from unanimous in their outlooks, it is worth considering (more 
carefully than I have done here) how their common background might 
have shaped the contours of their intellectual endeavors. Second, even 
though the Ming scholars we have discussed here— Luo Yuejiong, Qiu 
Jun, Yang Shen, and Wang Shixing— might in fact be interested in un-
derstanding “what the ancient world actually was,” at the core of their in-
tellectual efforts was their desire to claim authority over knowledge. How 
the desire to claim authority, which was not simply about scholarship but 
was, in the case of China, about one’s moral standing, might have influ-
enced how scholars approached the study of antiquity is, I think, a topic 
worthy of further reflection.
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